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Executive Summary
An ESG materiality tool developed with VCs for VCs

ESG is not ‘one size fits all’ but needs to be tailored to a 
company’s sector, business model, and funding stage. In ESG 
practice, financial materiality is the critical lens for tailoring 
ESG issues based on what is most financially impactful and 
relevant, i.e., the business case1. For VCs, no comprehensive, ‘fit 
for purpose’ materiality tool existed to date that tailors ESG issues 
to the specifics of VC sectors (like B2B SaaS or Fintech) or to VC 
funding stages (from pre-seed to growth). 

In a previous VentureESG White Paper #2, we supported the VC 
ecosystem by explaining how to tailor a materiality assessment 
to the VC context and published an accompanying materiality 
assessment tool. In this White Paper #6, we are introducing 
a new, VC-specific ‘materiality ESG DD tool’ that gives VCs an 
efficient starting point to zoom in on the top priority, most 
financially important ESG issues by sector and stage of funding 
during the pre-investment process. 

To develop this materiality tool, we spoke to over 60 VC ESG 
managers and sector-specialist VC investors over the course of 
6 months. The materiality tool is published in two formats: (1) 
printable ‘materiality napkins’ (available in this White Paper), 
and (2) a dynamic ‘materiality filtering tool’ integrated into the 
VentureESG Universe of Issues framework (forthcoming on the 
VentureESG Members’ Notion). 

1  SASB defines ‘material issues’ as those which are “reasonably likely to impact 
the financial condition or operating performance of a company.” For other materiali-
ty definitions see the VentureESG White Paper #2, lead author Susan Winterberg. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UfbRhiRHOdb64jIKChCjo_kSyqseCeMI/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UfbRhiRHOdb64jIKChCjo_kSyqseCeMI/view
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Developing the materiality tool

I. Goal: A VC-specific, materiality-filtered 
ESG DD tool

For ESG to be maximally relevant to VC investors and integrated into the investment 
process, the ESG issues need to be tailored and prioritised so that VCs can focus 
on the ESG issues that matter most for value creation. The analytical technique for 
tailoring ESG is a materiality assessment, which is a process for prioritising ESG issues 
from a list of potentially hundreds of ESG issues based on their financial materiality 
– essentially, their importance as a source of opportunity or risk for the financial 
performance of the company. One output of a materiality assessment is a prioritised 
matrix of material ESG issues that can be applied to refine due diligence, improve 
investment decision-making, and guide portfolio company strategy.

For VCs, materiality means filtering ESG issues based on VC-specific sectors, 
sometimes with unique business models, and VC-specific funding stages.2 The 
recurring problem for VCs, as we identified in our first White Paper #1 (2021) and 
subsequent Materiality Assessment for Venture Capital White Paper #2 (2022), is that 
there is no ‘fit for purpose’ materiality tool that gives VCs an efficient starting point for 
a materiality assessment – and, consequently, no starting point for targeting ESG due 
diligence to company specifics or for fully unlocking the strategic potential of ESG for 
value creation and risk mitigation post-investment. 

The main materiality framework, SASB (the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board), is designed for large companies in mature markets, and the SASB materiality 
maps do not readily correspond to the specifics and priorities of VC investments. In 
the Materiality Assessment White Paper, we explained how SASB can be integrated 
as an input for a VC-specific materiality assessment, but this process involves more 

2  It can also mean filtering for geography, VC commitments, and LP requirements.

time and resource than many VCs are able to dedicate to ESG at the moment, 
especially at the pre-investment stage.

In response to this problem, we undertook a research project, kindly funded by 
Atomico, to develop a materiality-filtered ESG DD tool that gives VCs a meaningful 
starting point for materiality at the pre-investment stage. The immediate aims of the 
materiality tool were to filter the top priority, most financially impactful ESG issues 
by VC-specific sectors and funding stages, to articulate the business case for these 
material ESG issues, and to equip VCs with actionable guidance on what to ask and 
what to look for during due diligence. 

We built the materiality tool by interviewing over 60 VC ESG managers and sector-
specialist VC investors. Based on their input (and a survey), we selected five key 
sectors to centre the materiality tool on – B2B SaaS, consumer tech, fintech, health 
tech, and climate tech – and developed the content and design of the tool with them.

By providing a streamlined, sector- and stage- specific starting point for ESG due 
diligence, a wider goal of the tool is to assist VCs to unlock the potential investment 
value creation opportunity of materiality. Materiality makes the business case for ESG 
because it prioritises only the ESG issues that are financially impactful, and moves 
beyond ESG tick-box exercises. Adopting a materiality-focused approach to ESG due 
diligence can improve investment decisions by highlighting major ESG opportunities 
and ESG risks. And extending a materiality-based approach to ESG throughout the 
investment lifecycle – not just at the due diligence stage, but earlier at the investment 
screening stage and in initial conversations with founders, as well as later during 
portfolio support and exit planning – improves investment value creation and 
protects against major risks.

Part 1 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HsC22zi8Gh8W7qgbi9ma4ZtYdEe13e8p/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UfbRhiRHOdb64jIKChCjo_kSyqseCeMI/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UfbRhiRHOdb64jIKChCjo_kSyqseCeMI/view
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II. Providing context: observations from 
our interviews

A. Three general findings: materiality is key but ‘for the 
privileged’ so far

1. ESG managers highlighted the importance of materiality

All ESG managers agreed on the importance of materiality to their ESG work (i.e., ‘the 
materiality of materiality’), and shared many perspectives on how materiality is useful, 
including: 

· Materiality makes ESG relevant to everyone: interviewees emphasised how 
materiality illustrates the value of ESG to investors and makes it relevant to their 
investment decision-making. Interviewees also stated how materiality facilitates 
founder engagement with ESG by demonstrating why and how an ESG issue really 
matters to their growth ambitions. 

· Materiality moves ESG up the priority stack: by making the business case for ESG 
clear, materiality moves ESG up to compete alongside other non-ESG priorities.

· A tool to align ESG managers, investors, and founders around shared strategic 
priorities: materiality can help to coordinate this trio around shared priorities, and 
makes for more efficient processes. 

· The way to triage your time: given the scarcity of time and resources faced on all 
sides of the VC investment model (founders, investors, ESG functions), many ESG 
managers discussed how a materiality tool helps to prioritise time and workload. 

· A roadmap for growth: when material ESG issues are mapped out by stage, it 
gives founders a guiding trajectory for growing a long-term sustainable company.

2. Full engagement with materiality is, on the whole, 
confined to highly resourced VC firms at the DD stage, or to 
post-investment ESG strategy workshops

There is a spectrum of how ESG managers are integrating materiality into their 
processes. At one end of the spectrum are VCs that are not taking any action on 
materiality yet. Some interviewees mentioned that time and resource constraints 
impede them from doing a full materiality assessment, and that existing tools – like 

SASB – do not assist them because they are not tailored to the VC situation. 

Many of the interviewees are one step along this spectrum, and often integrate 
materiality into their portfolio work – often working with founders to build a company-
specific materiality map to guide strategic decisions. Some of these interviewees 
also took steps towards identifying and addressing material ESG issues in their due 
diligence process – sometimes by augmenting their ESG DD questionnaires with 
company or sector-specific questions based on SASB or desktop research.

Another group of interviewees further along this spectrum have built / are building 
their own materiality tools but, on the whole, these are partially complete. Some have 
workshopped ESG issues with their investor teams, using a collection of SASB issues 
and public company materiality maps. 

At the other end of the spectrum, a small number of more highly resourced ESG 
managers were satisfied with their materiality processes. One ESG manager conducts 
a full materiality assessment during due diligence, using SASB and the VentureESG 
Materiality Assessment for Venture Capital, and was of the view that SASB can be 
relatively easily adapted to the VC-context once you’ve used it a few times. Another 
ESG manager, at Northzone, has developed a double materiality mapping framework 
with input from Apiday. 

3. Most ESG managers want a VC-specific materiality-
filtering tool that is streamlined and focuses on key 
information

The majority of ESG managers said a new materiality-filtering tool would be 
very useful to them. The most sought features for a new tool were (i) ESG issue 
identification by sector and stage, (ii) an explanation of the ESG issue, (iii) an 
articulation of the business case, (iv) suggested questions for due diligence, and (v) 
tips on how to assess company responses. 

In addition, some interviewees stated that illustrative examples / case studies would 
be useful and are persuasive to founders, that data on the business case is powerful 
especially to persuade investors, and that reporting and benchmarking information 
would also be useful. 

A recurrent request, especially from those least engaged with materiality at the 
moment, was that a new tool is simple to use and ‘as lean as possible.’ Some 
managers mentioned that ESG tools can sometimes feel like ‘libraries’ and that a 
streamlined tool can empower investors to conduct ESG diligence themselves. On 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UfbRhiRHOdb64jIKChCjo_kSyqseCeMI/view
https://northzone.notion.site/Chapter-4-Measuring-what-matters-Our-annual-report-and-thematic-deep-dives-fa19507b0c6e477994799c48874c8237
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the other hand, ESG managers also stated that an ideal new tool would also be 
informative to those who are already relatively engaged with materiality. Another 
common request was that a new tool is not overly prescriptive about how to integrate 
materiality into their processes – VCs prefer to decide for themselves at which point to 
raise a diligence issue, or how to respond to a red/amber flag issue. 

Finally, some interviewees expressed some scepticism about whether a sector-based 
lens was sufficiently granular to identify material ESG issues. Some interviewees 
thought that a new tool should ideally combine multiple business model dimensions.

B. Six themes across all sector-specific interviews with 
VC investors

1. Sectoral ESG priorities are either unique to the sector or 
have a sector-specific context 

Some of the sectoral ESG priorities investors identified are unique to the sector – 
for example, patient health and safety considerations in health tech, or KYC and 
AML procedures in fintech. Some of the other sectoral ESG priorities are relevant to 
other sectors too, but investors considered them a sector-specific priority because 
of their sector-specific context. For example, data security was considered a priority 
ESG issue across most of the sectors (with the exception of climate tech software 
outside of critical infrastructure, and climate tech hardware) but for different reasons 
and sometimes at different stages of funding3; in B2B SaaS and fintech, most data 
security topics are financially material at a very early stage to win customers and 
guard against the massive downside risk from data breaches. In climate tech, data 
security was viewed as being material only for software companies serving critical 
infrastructure, such as the grid, in which case the priority is cybersecurity and only 
from an early stage of funding. 

2. There is a core of cross-sector ESG issues that are material 
in any sector but do not have a sector-specific context

Regardless of the sector, most investors identified a common core of cross-sector ESG 
issues that are material to any VC investment without any sector-specific context. 

3 We use three broad groupings for funding stage in this White Paper: very early (Pre-seed, Seed), 
early (Series A, Series B), and growth (Series C, Series D).

These cross-sector ESG issues relate to five of the topic areas in the VentureESG 
Universe of Issues framework, and the timing of their importance tracks the ‘maturity 
curve’ of a start-up’s journey from pre-seed to growth.

These cross-sector ESG issues include: 
(1) team and working environment (option allocation, employee engagement and 
NPS scores, employee turnover); 
(2) regulatory compliance; 
(3) governance (board structure, independents, financial controls); 
(4) environmental management and impact (carbon footprint tracking); and 
(5) diversity and inclusion (inclusive hiring practices, board diversity).   

Many investors did comment that a lack of diversity and inclusion was an especially 
important issue in their sector, often stating that white men founders were over-
represented because of sectoral-structural biases (in STEM training for climate tech, 
in financial services for fintech, or in medical training for health tech). Given that 
investors in all sectors placed a similar importance on the issue area, and that the 
specific ESG actions were similar, we have treated it as a cross-sector ESG issue.

Importantly, many VC investors ranked these cross-sector ESG issues amongst their 
top priorities in their sector – certainly a strong team culture and robust governance 
processes were typically viewed as being essential from a very early stage and early 
stage, respectively. This indicates that for a complete materiality picture, VCs should 
combine sector-specific ESG issues with a set of cross-sector ESG issues.4

3. Funding stage can but doesn’t always affect sectoral ESG 
priorities 

For some sectoral ESG priorities, the funding stage did not seem to matter to 
investors. For example, for a B2B SaaS selling to large corporates with ESG criteria in 
their RFPs, the ability to satisfy these ESG criteria (with an ESG policy, carbon footprint 
tracking, and so on) is a revenue opportunity regardless of the size and funding stage 
of the company. 

For some other sector priorities, the funding stage appears to matter in two ways. 
First, the sectoral priorities match the scaling journey of the company – at the very 
early stage, some ESG issues hone in on product development, whereas at the 
growth stage, some ESG issues concern maximising and derisking growth. In B2C/

4 Interviewees also noted that a complete materiality picture takes account of other factors to 
determine material ESG issues, including geographic location, the ESG requirements of the LP investor 
base, and the VC firm’s own ESG requirements (including their regulatory requirements).
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B2B2C health tech, for example, the materiality of patient health and safety registers 
as a concern with the ‘efficacy of the care/intervention’ at the very early / early stage, 
with investors focusing diligence on the evidence base for efficacy, awareness of side 
effects, and error minimisation. At the early / growth stage, however, patient health 
and safety requires strong clinical processes, and investors de-emphasised efficacy 
as a stand-alone issue in favour of diligencing clinical protocols, the role of the Chief 
Medical Officer, the clinical audit process, and patient satisfaction levels.

Second, the sectoral priorities shift with the scale and sphere of influence of the 
company. In climate tech hardware, for example, supply chain ESG risks are a 
top ESG priority only from the early and growth stages, partly because this is 
when commercialisation and scaling means the company is starting to develop a 
meaningful supply chain and also because the growth of the company gives it some 
negotiating power and resources to choose its suppliers and influence their conduct 
(e.g., with a supplier code of conduct). 

4. Funding stage affects the purpose of and approach to DD

Investors also discussed how the funding stage weaves into the DD approach. At the 
very early stage, most investors’ primary aim during DD is to understand the founders’ 
mindset towards ESG issues. Investors are looking for founders who recognise the 
importance of material ESG issues for the long-term sustainable growth of the 
company, and are evaluating founders’ willingness to proactively engage with an ESG 
issue later down the line when it becomes a higher priority. For this reason, investors 
explained that they are sometimes inclined to ask founders how they have thought 
through their approach to an ESG issue or about their plans. Another objective of 
DD at the very early stage is to measure the ESG workload for the company and 
formulate a set of priority actions or portfolio supports post-investment. 

At the early stage, many investors stated that the purpose of due diligence expands 
to include assessing the strength of processes and identifying red or amber flags. 
Many investors stated the importance of strong processes for capturing ESG value 
opportunities and for setting the company on a long-term sustainable growth path. 
Some investors also stated they were looking out for ‘showstopper risks’ and would 
conduct in-depth further due diligence (e.g., with a DD partner) on red and amber 
flags (i.e., indicators of high and medium risk levels, respectively). At the early stage, 
some ‘red flag’ ESG risks can be hard to mitigate because the company might not be 
able to change or pivot its business model as easily as at the very early stage. By the 
growth stage, most investors did not talk did not talk as much about understanding 
the founders’ mindset, but rather about the importance of robust processes and 
avoiding key risks. 

5. ESG opportunity and ESG risk are often ‘two sides of the 
same coin’

There is sometimes a tendency to frame ESG as a downside risk mitigation exercise. 
However, investors often viewed the business case for an ESG issue as both an ESG 
opportunity and an ESG risk. Taking the ESG issue of ‘bias and discrimination’ in 
fintech as an example (e.g., in underwriting models, insurance pricing), investors 
saw reducing bias as both a value creation opportunity because it improves unit 
economics over the long-term and a risk mitigation strategy because it protects 
against the legal and reputational risks from perceptions of discrimination. 

6. The ESG/impact relationship: ESG matters for impact 
business models and vice versa validation of impact is an 
essential part of DD

Some investors commented that even in impact business models, such as health 
techs and climate techs aiming at positive health or climate outcomes, a focus on 
ESG issues is vital for investment success.5 In these sectors, there are a number of 
inward-looking ESG issues concerned with how the company operates and manages 
its ESG opportunities and risks that investors ranked as top priorities. 

On the flip side, investors also emphasised that the robustness of an impact 
company’s stated positive environmental or social benefits was essential to its 
financial success. In climate tech, investors emphasised the need to validate a 
company’s stated climate benefits (e.g., its scope 4 / avoided emissions) because 
it is part of customers’ purchasing criteria and for accessing capital in subsequent 
funding rounds from climate tech impact investors. In consumer tech, investors 
insisted on due diligencing the sustainability claims of sustainable brands because of 
the legal and consumer backlash risks from greenwashing. Given the direct financial 
importance of impact validation, we have included these issues in the materiality tool.

5  For the distinction between impact and ESG see the VentureESG White Paper #1.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HsC22zi8Gh8W7qgbi9ma4ZtYdEe13e8p/view
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C. Five sector-specific themes from interviews with VC 
investors

Turning to some specific sectors, a few additional themes emerged from the 
interviews in the five key sectors the materiality tool covers (the complete list of 
priorities is in the materiality napkins, in Part 3):

1. B2B SaaS: the importance of data practices 

Data security, data privacy, and data licencing are critical ESG issues in B2B SaaS 
at any funding stage. Investors stated that being able to demonstrate strong data 
security management processes builds trust to win customers, whereas a data breach 
causes massive reputational damage and loses customers.

2. Consumer tech: the role of the savvy consumer

The priorities in consumer tech are shaped by consumers’ expectations of 
authenticity and transparency to have trust in a brand, and consumer concerns that 
a company does not cause significant negative social or environmental impacts – 
especially in the context of savvy, sophisticated consumers who can rapidly damage 
a brand through social media scrutiny and cancel culture. In this context, mitigating 
negative social side effects (such as addiction, mental health, misinformation, 
and harassment and abuse) and establishing responsible partnerships in channel 
strategies are top priority ESG issues.

3. Fintech: regulatory compliance, and transparent pricing 
and selling practices

Given the heavily regulated nature of the sector, strong processes to ensure 
regulatory compliance are essential for customer acquisition (especially in B2B and 
infrastructure fintech), and to avoid regulatory action of fines or shutdown. For 
B2C business models, transparency of information to customers is a priority ESG 
issue – both as a way to improve unit economics and to avoid regulatory action for 
misleading customers. 

4. Health tech: stewardship of health data, and oversight of 
patient health and safety 

In the health tech context, data security and data privacy are top priority ESG issues, 
encompassing concerns with patient consent to access data, safeguards to secure 

data passed between partners, safeguards for data privacy controls, and consent for 
data sharing. In B2C and B2B2C business models, which provide patient care delivery 
or interact with patients, patient health and safety is such a critical ESG priority that 
effective governance for oversight of patient safety and clinical quality is important 
to win contracts and identify clinical quality risks early. In these business models, 
the Chief Medical Officer plays a key governance role in assuring patient safety and 
clinical quality, and is, investors commented, as important as the CFO or COO.

5. Climate tech: supply chain ESG risks in hardware6

In climate tech hardware, the mitigation of supply chain ESG risks concerning 
environmental impacts, human rights, and forced labour is a top priority because of 
the importance investors and customers place on these issues, and because of the 
potential for legal and reputational risks from non-compliance. The risk level varies 
by inputs, labour and geography, and investors emphasised the high risk levels for 
companies with critical mineral inputs (e.g., lithium, cobalt, nickel) and/or using labour 
in high-risk countries.

6 As a side comment on the scope of the climate tech sector, many investors noted the diversity of the 
climate tech sector, which encompasses multiple tech-types and end-markets (e.g., renewables, industrial pro-
cesses) unified by the theme of intending a positive climate impact. We explored making the materiality tool more 
granular to focus on specific tech-types and/or end-markets, but most (although not all) investors felt that climate 
tech (with sub-sector business models of software and hardware) was an appropriate level of depth for the materi-
ality tool to be useful. One interviewee with a different opinion thought that ‘climate tech’ ESG issues were typical-
ly ESG issues that relate to any software or hardware business model.
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Contextualising the  
materiality tool

Introduction to the materiality tool
The materiality tool is a VC-specific, materiality-filtered ESG DD tool that identifies the 
material ESG issues that can make or break a VC investment by sector and stage of 
funding, and gives guidance on how to diligence these issues pre-investment.
We are publishing the materiality tool in two formats:

(1) Printable materiality napkins that summarise the top ESG issues by sector, 
available in Part 3 of this white paper.  

(2) A dynamic materiality filtering tool: we are continuously updating the 
VentureESG Universe of Issues framework, and will update the framework so 
that VCs can dynamically filter the ESG issues by sector and stage. 

When to use the materiality tool: during DD and other uses cases
The materiality tool is primarily designed to be used by VCs during pre-investment 
due diligence. The materiality tool can be integrated into different points of the 
DD process – the feedback we had from interviews is that flexibility is key because 
some VCs conduct their ESG due diligence processes differently (e.g., separating or 
integrating ESG DD into other DD workstreams, staging ESG DD, using a standard 
or tailored ESG questionnaire), and because most VCs use their discretion to decide 
when and how to raise certain ESG issues anyway. 

As a DD tool, the materiality tool is designed to serve the multiple purposes of due 
diligence that ultimately inform the investment decision: identifying critical ESG 
opportunities and downside risks, assessing the founders’ / management’s approach 
to these ESG issues, evaluating the strength of the company’s processes and systems, 

Part 2 negotiating investment terms (especially conditions precedent or conditions 
subsequent), and determining post-investment priorities and support. 

The use case is not, however, limited to the DD phase, and the materiality napkins in 
particular can also be used:
• By investors early on in their investment screening or to inform their conversations 

with founders;
• Post-investment in ESG workshops with founders and management teams to 

identify priority actions and build a company-specific materiality assessment.

Sectors: 5 sectors with sub-sector business models
The materiality tool covers five sectors: B2B SaaS, consumer tech, fintech, healthtech, 
and climate tech.7 Within each sector, the materiality tool differentiates between 
‘sector-wide ESG issues’ that are relevant to most companies in the sector, and 
additional ESG issues that are typically only relevant to companies with a specific sub-
sector business model type (e.g., B2C, hardware). The particular sub-sector business 
models vary across the sectors and are calibrated, based on interview feedback, to 
pick out only those sub-sector business models that have distinctive ESG priorities.

Core: cross-sector ESG issues
The sector-specific ESG issues identify only one part of the materiality picture. Given 
that interviewees also identified a common ‘core’ or spine of ESG issues for any start-
up (see Interview Themes B above), the materiality tool also identifies the top, cross-
sector ESG priorities agreed on by the vast majority of investors.

We are currently conducting another research project on an ESG maturity curve to 
plot when some ESG issues become material based on key phases and triggers in a 
company’s growth. This research project will dive deeper into some of these cross-
sector ESG issues.

Stages: very early, early, and growth
The materiality tool groups ESG issues into three broad funding stages: very early 
(Pre-seed, Seed), early (Series A, Series B), and growth (Series C, Series D). 

Method of prioritisation: sector-specific uniqueness and context
The materiality tool identifies the ESG issues that are, typically, the most financially 
impactful or business-case relevant ESG issues – i.e. the most material ESG issues 
where there is a business case in terms of value creation (top-line growth, cost 
management, long-term valuation enhancement), risk mitigation (i.e., managing 
reputational risks, legal and regulatory risks), or capital-raising (i.e. securing later-

7  The sector definitions and sector boundaries are summarised in the Materiality Tool Outputs 
section below.
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stage investment, and exit-readiness to public markets, trade buyers, or private 
equity). The priority ESG issues come from the interviews – we selected the ESG issues 
with a high degree of consensus about their financial importance amongst the VC 
investors (from stage 3).8

The sector-specific ESG issues have a strong business case, based on this materiality 
criterion, and are deemed sector-specific either because: 

(1) they are unique to that sector. For example, patient health and safety ESG 
considerations are unique to the health tech sector; or 

(2) they have a greater importance and a sector-specific context in that sector 
compared to other sectors. For example, whilst regulatory compliance is 
important in multiple sectors, in health tech the regulations are of an even 
greater importance and cover specific health data and health delivery 
regulations. 

Applying judgement: most, but not all, of the ESG priorities
The materiality tool identifies most, but not all, of the typical, top priority ESG issues, 
and the typical funding-stage timing at which they become relevant. The materiality 
tool should be used with the ‘80/20 rule’ in mind – it gives a helpful starting point but 
is an approximation as each company is unique with its own ESG profile. 

8  Generally speaking, if more than two thirds of investors agree an ESG issue is of high financial 
importance then we treated it as a top priority ESG issue.

The materiality napkins
There are 5 sectoral materiality napkins and 1 cross-sector materiality napkin. The 
sectoral materiality napkins present the sector-wide ESG issues first, followed by the 
additional ESG issues that apply to the particular sub-sector business models. 

The materiality napkins have five main sections that cover the ‘what’, ‘why’, ‘when’, 
and ‘how’ of the priority ESG issues: 

· ESG issue: a headline of what the ESG issue is.
· Context and business case: a sector-specific explanation of the ESG issue, and 

why there is a strong business case for the ESG issue based on financial value 
creation opportunities or downside risk protection.

· Funding stage: when the ESG issue is typically relevant using the three broad 
groupings of VC funding stages – very early (Pre-seed, Seed), early (Series A, 
Series B), and growth (Series C, Series D).

· Due diligence questions: targeted questions that VCs can integrate into their 
DD process, either in a DD questionnaire or in DD conversations.

· Due diligence guidance: split into:
• Guidance: tips on how to approach the DD, and triggers for more in-
depth DD (e.g., specific business model features, or company responses).
• Best practice: processes that would indicate a company is taking strong 
advantage of the ESG value creation opportunities or strong protections 
against the ESG downside risks. Best practice can also be used as a guide 
to prioritise portfolio management actions so that companies work towards 
best practice.
• Red flags / amber flags: indicators of high / medium risk levels that 
could trigger further due diligence, direct engagement with the founders 
on the ESG issue, negotiating priority actions as conditions precedent or 
subsequent to an investment, or declining an investment opportunity.
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Plus 3 anonymous interviewees

We developed the materiality tool in close 
collaboration with the VC community so 
that it meets their needs and reflects their 
priorities. Over the course of 6 months, we 
interviewed over 60 VC ESG managers and 
sector-specialist VC investors for input on the 
content and design of the tool. We developed 
the tool in four stages:

Stage 1: Interviews with ESG and sustaina-
bility managers at VC firms. We interviewed 
24 ESG and sustainability managers within 
VC firms to understand how they are engag-
ing with materiality, and to understand how 
to design a VC-specific materiality tool that 
would be maximally useful to them and their 
investor teams. 

Stage 2: Selection of the sectors for the ma-
teriality tool. We surveyed the VentureESG 
membership to identify the most important 
sectors to them as a group, and asked the 
ESG managers (from stage 1) for feedback on 
which sectors would be most useful to them. 
Based on this information, we selected the 
five key sectors to centre the materiality tool 
on – B2B SaaS, consumer tech, fintech, health 
tech, and climate tech. (We also included a 
sixth sector, Proptech, but did not include 
it in the materiality tool because we did not 
discover enough of a consensus on top priori-
ty Proptech-specific ESG issues, or found that 
they were climate tech-related.)

Stage 3: Interviews with sector-specialist 
VC investors to identify the priority ESG 
issues and DD guidance. We interviewed 

37 sector-specialist VC investors about the 
top ESG priorities in their sector, covering 7-9 
investors per sector across all stages from 
very early to growth. We deliberately spoke 
directly with investors so as to pick up any 
sector-specific ESG issues that might not 
appear on standard ESG issues lists, and to 
realistically assess just how financially impor-
tant various ESG issues really are based on 
their direct investing experience. We asked 
investors open questions about the top is-
sues, ESG or otherwise, in their sector, and 
asked them to prioritise a list of ESG issues 
based on the VentureESG Universe of Issues 
combined with some SASB prompts. Refer-
ring to the resulting ESG priorities, we asked 
investors about the business case for the ESG 
issue and how they would diligence the issue, 
including questions to ask and how to assess 
company responses for indications of best 
practice or red/amber flags. 

Stage 4: Building and testing the mate-
riality tool with VC ESG managers and 
investors. We built the materiality tool by 
selecting the ESG issues prioritised by VC in-
vestors (from stage 3), and summarising the 
business case and due diligence guidance 
from investor feedback. We circulated a draft 
materiality tool with some of the interview-
ees from stages 1 and 3, asking for feedback 
on the priorities and content, the usefulness 
of the materiality tool, and any suggestions 
to improve it. We incorporated this feedback 
into the final design of the materiality tool. 

Appendix I.  Methodology: 
Semi-structured interviews

Appendix II.  Interviewees


